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NINETY NINE AND A HALF

The squadron formed in the last war by Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas

K.C.B, M.C. now C-in-C Fighter Command, is nearing a score of one hundred

enemy aircraft destroyed in this war.

The squadron is one of Fighter Command’s Hurricane fighter squadrons and

is famous as a pioneer of "ground strafing" in the last war.

It now needs only "half” a German plane to bring its score to one

hundred destroyed in this war. The "half" in its score represents an enemy aircraft

whose destruction was shared by another squadron.

The aircraft are the latest type of Hurricanes and with these the squadron
have made the particular part of the coast they defend into a graveyard for

marauding Junkers and Heinkel bombers. Their remarkable record in the last

few months shows that every German bomber seen in daylight by a member of this

squadron has been shot down.

A few days ago the Squadron Commander took a pilot, who had newly

joined, on a practice flight. The practice Became serious when the Commanding
Officer saw a Junkers 88 ahead and below flying towards home as hard as it

could.

The fighters gave chase in spite of the fact that the Squadron Leader’s

engine was troublesome and showing signs of failing. It stopped when the

enemy aircraft had Been shot into the sea and since he was only 200 feet

above the water the Squadron Leader could not bale out.

He landed his Hurricane on the water and though his mouth was so badly
hurt that he could not blow up his life saving jacket, he managed to open his

rubber dinghy and climb off the Hurricane’s wing before the aircraft sank.

Three pilots of the squadron then took part in the rescue. The Pilot

with whom the C.O. had been flying circled overhead giving radio messages

to shore bases.

He was later relieved By an American pilot and by a Belgian Flight

Commander, who searched 30 or 40 miles of sea until he found a convoy. He

dived on one of the accompanying destroyers flashing an S.O.S. and was able

to lead the destroyer to the dinghy. He circled over-head until he saw the

squadron leader taken aboard the warship.

The squadron had its first real baptism of fire during the evacuation

from Dunkirk. On 15 August, 1940, during the Battle of Britain the squadron

destroyed 17 raiders and probably destroyed five more without the loss

of a single pilot.

They took on 100 Junkers 87 's the next day and apparently instilled

such fear into the hearts of the German pilots that the hordes of escorting

Me.109's took scarcely any part in the fight.


